EarthWisdom Global Prayer Web
June 2022 by Maria Yraceburu, channeled from plants, stones, animals
– Earth
Diiyin’s Note:
This Month’s Prayers
June 1 – I am… I come from… I am here to be authentic power (horse). We
have seen constant movement. We call on our team and join forces so that we can
see all things, so that this new world reality we see, opens its arms wide and the
people actually run to Changing Mother Earth, plain and simple.
June 2 – I heal by embracing forward motivation (calcite) Twins belong to
the Earth. We pay homage to the enduring spirit – we are powerful people in a
fascinating compendium – perfect perpetuators of evolution.
June 3 – I ground in modesty (bluebird) We have seen the vision!
Grandfather Sun and Father Sky, Changing Mother Earth and Grandmother Moon,
shield and hold us. Everything breathes. Everything grows. Since the Earth
changes, we have been caused to accept our sacredness. We have crossed the Edge
of Reality and the Winds of Change have brought us here. Time undivides.
June 4 – I am completed… I am fulfilled in stabilizing relationships
(goshenite) Comes forth lightning, and we consider a possible course of action by
taking time to relax and envision what life will be like in 5 years. How have we
changed? We note everything that comes to us. We make a treasure hunt our
symbolic fantasy.
June 5 – I ground in fire medicine (salamander) We have seen the illusion
lifted. We have strength. We know it’s time.
June 6 – I ground family issues in healing (monkey) We come from the sky.
We pray. We learn to love the day. We walk a Path of Beauty, giving to others,
always remembering the smiles.
June 7 – I ground releasing wariness (snapping turtle) We come from the
day. Integration of life is an ongoing spiritual achievement. Each time we look,
release the need to blow it, and turn to face forward, we rededicate ourselves to
conscious, intentional life; rather than contracting ourselves into reclusive
disassociation.
June 8 – I am completed… I am fulfilled… in the suspension of time
(respite). Comes from love, with each and every person having their own special
guardian. We discover ours by taking the time to call upon our guardian – an
embodiment of Spirit.

June 9 – I heal by embracing my relationship with the Sky Nations
(sunstone). On the Rainbow Bridge, giving of love, we value life. Living moment
by moment we love from our hearts.
June 10 – The foundation of my life is utilization of my being (cherry). Little
Ones initiation, it’s the dawn of a new world paradym. We are the proposed
message of hope. We love, fully open to what will come. We welcome renewal.
June 11 – I am… I come from… I am here to… work from a proper
perspective (swallow). We come from the water. Orange, yellow, green, cream,
blue. Health flourishes. Dozens of bright memories – sun, wood, waterfalls,
mountains, sandy beaches and sunset clouds. Vivid rainbows we now imagine
before us, around us, inside of us. We dream big and are responsible. We balance
on the wind because we can.
June 12 – The foundation of my life is based in faith (licorice). And so it is,
we are excited to receive; and we wonder what more we can do.
June 13 – I become even with uncertainty (red clover). It was given by
Creator, everyone is normal.
June 14 – I am… I come from… I am here to… be a friend (manta ray).
Come forth! Two things are required of us – then all the world realizes peace!
June 15 – The foundation of my life is based in stretching (damiana). I am I.
Life is a special gift and we must affirm it in every action. Life is power. Life
supports. Life provides opportunity, and is of crucial importance. We attract
support. We gather consciousness.
June 16 – I become happiness (black cohosh). Freedom in Earth Life, the
sacred journey unto itself the sacred gift, equally visionary, creative, wisdom –
inseparable connection.
June 17 – I am made whole by formidable instincts (hyena).
June 18 – I heal by embracing my leadership (diamond). Into that which is
good – under the circumstances, is it any wonder that we are love feeling?
June 19 – The foundation of my life is based in withdrawal (horehound).
They who will become, we stand happy. We bring magic to life – a sense of
wonderment.
June 20 – I am… I come from… I am here to realize new fate (cuckoo) We
bid you blessings. All those who love, create true peace, wise council, and own the
joy of living fully.
June 21 - I manifest actualized second sight (charoite) Offering, giving
stems from our love for the act, to the degree we honor that which is best and most
generous within ourselves and connects us, to the degree that we are spontaneously
expressive, creative, faithful, our giving is experienced by us as sacred.
June 22 – The foundation of my life is based in invocation (hydrangea).
Sacred One placed high in the land, every day we tap our ability to love and care

for one another. We are perfectly imperfect in our journey. We accept the Sacred
Parents, and follow the path that changes life constantly.
June 23 – I become by adapting (cleavers). Sacred Hoop, the consciousness
of humanity, shimmies and shivers – a geographical shift is an internal affair of a
human. Here is an important that grows our conviction.
June 24 – I ground in the power of song (canary). With the help of all of us,
each time we share a precious gift that honors someone else, we reflect our love.
In doing this, we revel in our sense of self.
June 25 – I am completed… I am fulfilled in life purpose (lepidiolite) The
marks upon our skin bring protection. We continue to choose health fully, and we
trust ourselves. Recovering the skills to tune into our own lives has transformed
our simplest acts, so eventually world really will mirror our positive essence.
June 26 – I manifest Morning Star guidance (hessonite) Peace flows. Each
lifetime we acquire more knowledge. In each lifetime, the faith we hold deep
down inside, opens us to receive this wisdom with the grace and ease we have
dreamed.
June 27 – The foundation of my life is based on impermanence (elder) We
go into Circle to pray. All of us are responsible, and commit to life in
transformation and wisdom.
June 28 – I am… I come from… I am here to co-create with natural energy
(blackbird) Changing Mother’s grid, in a sacred way, provides for all answers and
needs. We stay our path.
June 29 – I am made whole by seeing through deception (barn owl) Rise up!
The message is always to choose life. We are love and endeavor to love, allowing
that love to bless all, in love.
June 30 – The foundation of my life is based in adoration (blue vervain). All
of us awaken! It’s time to define and share vision of reality, and truly live peace.
June 31 – I heal by embracing the relevance of observation before action
(bloodstone). Let it rise up. We are conduits of a conscious world. We are
glorious. We are nourished by Changing Mother Earth.
Daaiina… and so it is…
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